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Abstract

Purpose: The goal of this project was to compare MRI measures of hippocampal, entorhinal cortex (ERC), and whole brain longitudinal
change in cognitively normal elderly controls (C), non-demented subjects with cognitive impairment (CI), and demented (D) subjects.

Methods: 16 C, 6 CI, and 7 D subjects of comparable age were studied with MRI twice, at least 1 year apart. Longitudinal change in
total brain size was measured by several methods, including computerized segmentation, non-linear warping, and change in the fluid/tissue
boundaries between cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) and brain. Change in hippocampal volume was measured by semi-automated methods, and
ERC volumes were manually measured.

Results: The annual rate of atrophy was greater in D versus C and D versus CI for cortical gray matter (cGM) (P = 0.009 and 0.002),
hippocampus (P = 0.0001 and 0.002), and for the change in the fluid/tissue boundary (P = 0.03 and 0.03). The annual rate of atrophy of
ERC was greater in both CI and D versus C (P = 0.01 and 0.0002). No significant differences between groups were found using non-linear
warping.

Conclusions: In CI, the greatest annual rates of atrophy were in ERC, while in D the greatest annual rates of atrophy were in hippocampus
and cortex. Progressive ERC atrophy was observed with a greater degree of cognitive impairment, while hippocampal and cortical atrophy
were only observed in demented subjects.
© 2002 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Cognitive disorders/dementia; Neuroradiology; Image processing; Longitudinal

1. Introduction

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is associated with progressive
neurofibrillary degeneration, beginning in the entorhinal
cortex (ERC)[31] and hippocampus[38], and spreading to
the neocortex[1]. Numerous investigators have observed
atrophy of these regions among patients with clinically
diagnosed AD, using a variety of structural neuroimag-
ing studies [24,25,36,40,44]. Reduced hippocampal size
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is found among patients with mild cognitive impairment
(who are at risk to convert to AD)[28], and non-demented
subjects with a family history of AD or carrying at least
one apolipoprotein epsilon 4 allele[41]. Baseline volumes
of ERC, banks of the superior temporal sulcus, and anterior
cingulate discriminate between those who do or do not sub-
sequently develop cognitive decline[33], suggesting that
the earliest and greatest changes occur in these regions.

Previous researchers[32,42–44] have used computer-
ized segmentation methods in order to compare volumes of
gray matter, white matter, and CSF between AD patients
and controls. Reduced cortical gray matter (cGM) volumes
and increased CSF volumes were associated with AD. AD

0197-4580/02/$ – see front matter © 2002 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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patients also had greater volumes of abnormal white matter,
which was associated with more severe dementia. Tissue
segmentation, however, has not been used to measure pro-
gression of AD.

Longitudinal changes in brain structure have been mea-
sured using a variety of methods. Early CT studies showed
progression of atrophy in AD[29,40]. Using manual trac-
ing of serial MRI, Jack et al. found that annual volume loss
of hippocampus and temporal horn was increased in AD
compared to controls[27], and that rates of hippocampal
volume loss decreased according to disease severity, i.e.
AD > CI > controls[26]. However, manual hippocampal
tracing is time-consuming and is potentially susceptible to
operator bias.

The boundary shift integral (BSI)[18] is another measure
of cerebral volume change that has been used to estimate
longitudinal changes in dementia. BSI measures how the
boundaries between solid brain tissue and cerebrospinal
fluid (CSF) change between two scans. A major advantage
of BSI over tracing methods is that no regions of inter-
est need to be selected for measurements of longitudinal
volume changes, thus providing an unbiased approach for
identification of regions with progressive tissue loss. A
series of studies[14–18] demonstrated that BSI detected
substantially more tissue loss in AD patients than in cogni-
tively normal elderly subjects, especially in regions of the
temporal lobe, with no overlap between the two groups.
However, fluid/tissue boundary shifts can be due to a va-
riety of reasons, including tissue loss at the cortex and/or
deep within the brain, or boundary deformations without
tissue loss. In addition, BSI cannot localize the site of tissue
atrophy.

Similar to BSI, non-linear warping methods[19,46]
also provide measurements of regional tissue loss, with-
out choosing regions of interest. Using non-linear warp-
ing, Freeborough and co-workers found greater atrophy
in the temporal lobes of AD than controls, similar to re-
sults from BSI, while the cerebellum was relatively un-
changed[7,19]. In contrast to BSI, however, some overlap
between the groups remained. Toga et al. developed a
tensor mapping technique to examine rates of atrophy in
AD and controls and found faster rates of tissue loss in
the left than in the right hippocampus[46]. Furthermore,
rates of hippocampal atrophy correlated with cognitive
decline.

Because previous longitudinal MRI studies applied differ-
ent methods to different patient populations, it is difficult to
compare the power of the different methods for differentiat-
ing groups with varying rates of cognitive decline. Further-
more, there are no MRI reports of longitudinal ERC change,
although ERC is known to be involved early in the course
of AD. Therefore, the goal of this project was to compare
measures of ERC, hippocampal, and whole brain longitu-
dinal change in cognitively normal elderly controls, non-
demented subjects with cognitive impairment, and patients
with AD.

2. Methods

2.1. Subjects

Subjects were recruited for a study that compared sub-
jects with ischemic vascular dementia to cognitively normal
subjects, cognitively impaired subjects, patients with AD,
and patients with mixed vascular and Alzheimer’s demen-
tia. Subjects with multiple MRI scans separated by 1 or
more years were included in this analysis. These 29 subjects
were initially scanned between October 1994 and Decem-
ber 1997, and 1–4 years after their first scan. In addition
to MRI, cognitive functions of the patients were generally
tested within 3 months of the MRI scans (two patients tested
within 6 months). Subjects were recruited through adver-
tisement or referred by clinics in the San Francisco area,
and were clinically evaluated at the Alzheimer’s centers at
the University of California, San Francisco and Davis. All
subjects were evaluated at the Alzheimer’s centers using
a standard battery of neurological and neuropsychological
tests as described previously[11]. Subjects were classified
by a diagnostic team as cognitively normal (C) (N = 16,
6 women/10 men), cognitively impaired but not demented
(CI) (N = 6, 0/6), or demented (D) (N = 7, 5 AD, 2 mixed
AD and ischemic vascular dementia, 4/3), based on a com-
prehensive dementia evaluation that included history from
the patients and a caregiver, neurological and mental status
examinations of the patient, and neuropsychological testing.
To be classified as CI, the neuropsychological testing deter-
mined that the patient’s cognitive function was not normal,
but that they did not meet DSM IV criteria for dementia.
Examples of this situation would include a single, isolated
cognitive deficit or a set of mild cognitive deficits insuffi-
cient to cause significant functional impairment. Neuropsy-
chological testing was classified as normal or not according
to the clinical judgment of neuropsychologists expert in the
evaluation of dementia, and took into account all relevant
factors including estimated premorbid functions. However,
the final diagnosis was not solely based on the test inter-
pretation. It was the consensus diagnosis of the clinicians
based on all available evidence. Some CI patients did not
meet the criteria for MCI published by Petersen et al.[35].
The subjects were of comparable age (mean± standard de-
viation years): C (76± 5), CI (70± 9), and D (76± 8).
The scan intervals (in years) between groups were also com-
parable: C (2.6 ± 1.0), CI (2.3 ± 0.8), and D (2.6 ± 1.0).
None of the C or CI subjects converted to another group
during the study period. Severity of cognitive impairment
was assessed using the Folstein Mini-Mental State Exam
(MMSE) [13]. Initial MMSE scores (maximum score: 30)
for each group were: C (29.1± 1.0), CI (27.5± 2.4), and D
(24.6 ± 2.6).

MRI data were acquired on a clinical 1.5 T MR scanner
(Vision, Siemens Medical Systems, Iselin, NJ). The MRI
protocol consisted of a double spin-echo (DSE) sequence,
yielding proton density and T2 weighted MR images
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and a Magnetization Prepared Rapid Acquisition Gradi-
ent Echo (MPRAGE) sequence, yielding T1-weighted MR
images. Axially angulated DSE images (TR/TE1/TE2=
2500/20/80 ms, 1.0 mm × 1.2 mm resolution, 3 mm slice
thickness) were oriented along the optic nerve as seen in a
sagittal scout image through the brain midsection, resulting
in images approximately parallel to the long axis of the
hippocampus. Coronal MPRAGE (TR/TI/TE= 9/300/4,
1 mm × 1 mm in-plane resolution, 1.5 mm slabs) were
acquired orthogonal to DSE.

2.2. Tissue segmentation

Using tissue segmentation, we generated estimates of the
annual rate of change for cGM, white matter, subcortical
gray matter, sulcal CSF, ventricular CSF, and white mat-
ter signal hyperintensities (WMSH). Our tissue segmenta-
tion procedures are based onk-means cluster analysis of the
PD, T2, and T1-weighted images, and have been described
in detail elsewhere[2]. Using this segmentation method,
test–retest reliabilities of tissue volume measurements as
evaluated using an intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC,
range 0–1.0[12]) were greater than 0.95 for all tissue types
except WMSH, where ICC was 0.80. Tissue segmentation
was completed independently for the baseline and repeat
scans for each subject, and angulation differences between
scans were corrected to ensure that the change measures
were computed for comparable regions. For each tissue type,
the change measure was computed as

(volumebaseline− volumerepeat)/volumebaseline× 100%

interscan interval in years
,

and reported as %atrophy per year.

2.3. Hippocampal voluming

We generated an estimate of the annual rate of hippocam-
pal volume change from volume measurements of the left
and right hippocampus, computed using a semi-automated
method (Surgical Navigation Technologies (SNT), a Di-
vision of Medtronic, Boulder, CO). This method employs
pattern matching techniques to map a hippocampal template
from a normal elderly subject to each subject’s hippocampus
[4,9,21,22]. Using SNT, a subvolume of the T1-weighted
scan (1.5 mm slices) containing the hippocampus is defined
by using 22 landmarks that guide global matching of the
hippocampus. Hippocampal volumes estimated using this
method had high test–retest reliability; ICC= 0.98, 0.94,
and 0.97 for left, right, and total hippocampus[23]. Each
scan was independently marked by operators blinded to all
clinical information and chronological scan order. A total
hippocampal volume was obtained by summing the left
and right volumes, and the annual rate was computed as
described for the tissue segmentation, and reported as %at-
rophy per year.

2.4. Entorhinal cortex voluming

We generated an estimate of the annual rate of ERC
volume change from volume measurements of the left
and right entorhinal cortices, manually measured by draw-
ing the boundary of the structures as seen in the coronal
T1-weighted images according to the protocol developed
by Insausti et al.[24]. An experienced radiologist (ATD),
who was blinded to the diagnosis and all other clinical
information, performed the volume measurements of ERC.
Volumes of left and right side were combined for a total
ERC volume measurement. Reliabilities of ERC volume
measurements were ICC= 0.98, 0.97, and 0.99 for left,
right, and total ERC, respectively.

2.5. Boundary shift integral

The BSI measures the total volume through which
fluid/tissue boundaries of the brain have moved between
longitudinal studies. In this paper, we divided the BSI vol-
ume change by the brain volume at the first scan to generate
a measure of %atrophy per year of the total brain. BSI was
accomplished by coregistering longitudinal scans using a
rigid-body transformation, then generating a subtraction
image. The subtraction image intensity is near zero in re-
gions where the two scans are the same, with bright and
dark pixels denoting areas where the fluid/tissue boundary
has shifted between scans. These tissue gain and loss pix-
els in the subtraction image were integrated to generate an
estimate of volume change. The BSI method was imple-
mented on our T1-weighted images as described by Fox
and co-workers[18], with two minor modifications. We did
not calibrate our images for voxel size changes as described
by Fox, because our magnet calibration records showed
that our voxel size was very stable over time. Unlike Fox,
we corrected images for intensity non-uniformity using an
algorithm proposed by Sled et al.[39], because intensity
variations induced by RF non-uniformity of the transmit-
ter/receiver head coil may mimic boundary shifts in the
subtraction images. Six subjects (2 C, 3 CI, and 1 D) had
artifacts in the cortical region on the subtraction images, so
we computed the BSI on the ventricular region only.

2.6. Warping

We generated an estimate of %atrophy per year of the
whole brain by direct analysis of the non-linear transfor-
mation required to warp one image to match another voxel
by voxel. In contrast to linear rigid-body transformations
(such as those used in BSI) that account only for differences
in position and rotation between images, non-linear trans-
formations can allow brain regions to deform in order to
match images. Many non-linear transformation techniques
have been reported[3,5,6,20,45], and the Jacobian deter-
minant of the transformation resulting from any of these
methods then gives the percentage volume contraction or
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expansion at each voxel as a result of the warping. In this
paper, we explored the use of automated image registra-
tion (AIR 3.08)[47], a widely used image registration pack-
age, for non-linear registration. Using AIR 3.08, we warped
the baseline T1-weighted images (1.5 mm slabs) to the re-
peat T1-weighted images, modeling the deformation field
required to match the images as a fifth order polynomial.
We computed the Jacobian of the transformation, then av-
eraged (1.0-Jacobian) over all points in the brain divided
by the interscan interval to compute a measure of %atrophy
per year. When applied to the same test–retest set described
above, an average 1.6% increase in total brain volume was
estimated.

2.7. Statistics

The Wilcoxon Rank Sum test was used to evaluate rates of
atrophy by group. Because we expected the magnitude of the
rates of change to be ordered as D> CI > C, one-tailed tests
were used. Because our samples were too small for more
sophisticated statistical tests such as discriminant analysis,
effect sizes [ES= |(mean 1− mean 2)|/(0.5(SD 1+ SD 2))]
for comparing pairwise combinations of groups were used in
order to determine which methods best separated groups. We
also used one-tailedt-tests to check whether our measures
of longitudinal change were significantly different from
zero.

3. Results

Table 1shows the annual rates of change for each mea-
sure in C, CI, and D. Measures that were not significantly
different between C and either CI or D are not displayed.
Most measures of longitudinal change were significantly
different from zero (i.e. atrophy or hypertrophy occurred
over the scan interval). For C, there was no significant
change as measured by total brain warping. For CI, there
was no significant change as measured by warping, BSI, and
segmentation of white matter, subcortical gray matter, and

Table 1
Comparison of measures of longitudinal change

Measure C (N = 16) CI (N = 6) D (N = 7) ES: CI vs. C ES: D vs. C ES: D vs. CI

cGM 0.9 ± 1.4 0.6± 0.5 2.8± 1.8 0.22 1.19† 1.80†

Hippocampus 1.8± 0.8 1.9± 2.3 5.4± 2.8 0.06 1.96∗ 1.35‡

ERC 2.6± 2.2 6.5± 4.8 9.3± 4.4 1.12‡ 2.03∗ 0.61

Brain: BSIa 0.2 ± 0.1 0.1± 0.2 0.4± 0.3 0.28 1.00‡ 1.03‡

MMSE −0.3 ± 1.6 2.4± 10.1 6.3± 5.9 0.45 1.74∗ 0.49

All measures reported as average %change per year± standard deviation, where positive rate values represent decline. Statistical tests were one-sided
Wilcoxon rank. C: control, CI: cognitively impaired, D: dementia, ES: effect size, ERC: entorhinal cortex, cGM: cortical gray matter.

a BSI computed from the shift at the ventricular boundary only.
∗ P ≤ 0.0008.
† P ≤ 0.009.
‡ P ≤ 0.03.

WMSH. For D, there was no significant change measured
by warping or by segmentation of white matter and WMSH.

Fig. 1 illustrates the %atrophy per year for total hip-
pocampus, gray matter, BSI at the ventricular fluid/tissue
boundary, and total ERC as a function of group. This shows
progressing rates of atrophy from controls to demented sub-
jects for ERC voluming. Using hippocampal voluming, cGM
segmentation, or BSI, controls and CI subjects had compa-
rable rates of atrophy, and D subjects showed higher rates of
atrophy.

There were no significant differences between groups
when whole brain atrophy was measured via the non-linear
warping methods (i.e. Jacobian of the AIR 3.08 polynomial
transformation). There were also no significant differences
for most of the segmentation tissue categories, other than
cGM; white matter, subcortical gray matter, sulcal CSF, ven-
tricular CSF, and WMSH were not significantly different
between controls and CI or D.

3.1. Comparison of CI with C

The annual rate of total ERC atrophy was significantly
greater in CI compared to controls (6.5% versus 2.6% atro-
phy per year,P = 0.01, ES= 1.12). In contrast to annual
changes seen with MRI, changes of global cognitive func-
tioning as assessed using MMSE scores over the interscan
interval were not different between CI and C.

3.2. Comparison of D with C

D patients had significantly greater rates of atrophy than C
for the measures shown inTable 1. There was a significantly
greater rate of cGM atrophy in D compared to C as measured
by segmentation (2.8% versus 0.9% atrophy per year,P =
0.009, ES= 1.19). There were also larger changes in the
fluid/tissue boundary in D compared to C, as measured with
BSI over the ventricular region (0.4% versus 0.2% atrophy
per year,P = 0.03, ES= 1.00). The rate of total ERC atro-
phy (9.3 versus 2.6,P = 0.0002, ES= 2.03) was also much
greater in D compared to C. The rate of total hippocampal
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Fig. 1. Annual rate of atrophy (in percent) is shown for controls (C), subjects who are cognitively impaired but not demented (CI), and dementia subjects
(D) for gray matter, total hippocampus (hippo), total entorhinal cortex (ERC), and brain as measured using the boundary shift integral (BSI) at the
ventricular region.

(5.4 versus 1.8,P = 0.0001, ES= 1.96) atrophy was also
much greater in D compared to C. The change in MMSE
(expressed as %change per year) was also much larger in D
compared to C (6.3% versus−0.3% change per year,P =
0.0008, ES= 1.74). Voluming of the hippocampus and ERC
were the imaging measures that had the greatest ES.

3.3. Comparison of D with CI

The annual rate of total hippocampal atrophy was greater
in D versus CI (5.4 versus 1.9,P = 0.02, ES = 1.35).
There was a significantly greater rate of cGM atrophy in D
compared to CI as measured by segmentation (2.8% versus
0.6% atrophy per year,P = 0.002, ES= 1.80). There were
also larger changes in the fluid/tissue boundary in D com-
pared to C, as measured with BSI over the ventricular region
(0.4% versus 0.1% atrophy per year,P = 0.03, ES= 1.03).
However, these results must be interpreted with caution, as
we only had measurements on 7 D and 6 CI patients.

4. Discussion

The major findings of this study were that (1) annual rate
of ERC atrophy was greater in CI than in C and (2) the an-
nual rates of ERC, hippocampal, cortex (measured by cGM
segmentation) or whole brain (measured by BSI) atrophy
were greater in D than in C. Therefore, these results suggest
that different spatial patterns of brain atrophy are associ-
ated with different severity of cognitive impairment. The

finding in CI of greater annual rates of ERC atrophy than
cGM loss is consistent with the generally accepted view
that the ERC is an early site of impact by dementia, before
pathology spreads to multi-modal association cortices in
subsequent stages of the disease. However, the proportion
of CI in this study that will ultimately develop AD and those
with other forms of cognitive impairment, not associated
with AD, is currently not clear. Therefore, these findings
must be interpreted with care. Nevertheless, these results
imply that when MRI is used as an outcome measure for
experimental treatment trials of AD, the choice of regions
of brain for study depends on the severity of cognitive im-
pairment. Based on a comparison of ES, manual tracing of
the ERC was the most sensitive measure for differentiat-
ing either D or CI from C. Another major finding of this
study was that ERC and hippocampus were more sensitive
measures of change than assessments of cognitive decline
using MMSE.

Our main purpose in this paper was to use several meth-
ods to measure rates of atrophy on the same subjects, in
order to determine the method most sensitive to group
differences in longitudinal change. Based on our results,
no single method is clearly superior. Instead, these results
suggest that severity of cognitive impairment is associated
with different patterns of longitudinal change. For example,
CI subjects have a greater rate of ERC atrophy compared to
controls, but are losing hippocampus and cortex at a sim-
ilar rate to C subjects, while D subjects have greater rates
of change everywhere we measured (cortex, hippocampus,
ERC, and ventricles). Therefore, identifying patterns of
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atrophy or determining relative rates of atrophy within a
subject’s brain may be more important diagnostically than
a single measure of longitudinal change.

Previous work by Du et al.[10] showed that ERC vol-
umes were reduced in CI and AD compared to normal con-
trols (NC), such that ERC volume of AD< CI < NC.
Although ERC volumes were not better discriminators of
AD or CI from normal elderly controls than hippocampal
volumes, consistent with findings from other MRI studies
[28,30,34], they were better for differentiating CI versus
AD. The present data show that the rate of ERC atrophy
increases according to disease severity, i.e. C< CI < AD.
Moreover, the largest magnitude in measurements of longi-
tudinal change was ERC atrophy.

Although our BSI results detected differences between D
and C, they were not as striking as those previously pub-
lished. Previous work consistently reported rates of atrophy
in controls of less than 0.5% per year and greater than 2% per
year in AD patients[16,18], and also reported a correlation
between BSI measures of atrophy and cognitive decline in-
dexed by changing MMSE scores[17]. Our rates of atrophy
in D were somewhat smaller, partly because we measured
atrophy rate in the ventricular region only. We also suspect
previous studies examined patients with more severe demen-
tia than those reported here. In the previous work, MMSE
scores of the AD group ranged from 8 to 28 with reported
means of around 21. In our patients, the initial MMSE scores
ranged from 20 to 27 and the mean was 24.6. It is possible
that more severely demented patients have greater rates of
atrophy as measured by BSI, which would help to explain
these differences.

The failure of the warping method, AIR 3.08, to detect
significant change may be due to limitations of this particular
algorithm. This method estimated a 1.6% volume increase
in our test-retest data where no volume change is expected,
implying poor accuracy. The fifth order polynomial model of
AIR 3.08 is very low dimensional, and is more appropriate
for accounting for global differences in head size and shape
across subjects than for estimating change within subjects.
In order to detect longitudinal change in the same subjects, a
higher dimensional warp is necessary so that small, localized
areas of volume change can be modeled.

Although ERC and hippocampal atrophy were the most
sensitive imaging measures of longitudinal change, mea-
surements of both structures relied on manual methods that
are subject to within and between rater errors. Future work
will focus on methods to quantify regional longitudinal
change using completely automated methods to eliminate
rater involvement. Completely automated methods[8] to
quantify longitudinal change should be very valuable for
monitoring treatment effects in clinical trials, and possibly
for improving the diagnosis of subjects in the early stages
of AD.

There are several limitations to this study. A limitation
of this study is that a very small sample of subjects was
analyzed, increasing chances of making a Type II error

when comparing rates of atrophy between groups of sub-
jects. Chances of making a Type I error are also increased
because group comparisons were repeated using different
atrophy measurements. Therefore, any group differences in
atrophy rates should be interpreted with caution, and we
are currently gathering more longitudinal data so that we
can verify our results on a larger sample. The major point
of this paper is not so much to compare groups, which are
admittedly small, but to compare different methods which
measure rate of brain atrophy, between the same subjects.
The statistical power of our results lies in the fact that
one can directly compare measurements of hippocampus,
ERC, gray matter, etc. in the same subjects, assuming
that the most sensitive measurements of brain changes
would be those that provide the largest separation between
subjects.

Also, two of the D patients showed signs of ischemic
subcortical strokes that are known to be associated with
brain atrophy as well[11,37]. Therefore, our measurements
of atrophy rate in D may be skewed to the extent that is-
chemic subcortical strokes contributed to volume losses.
Another limitation is that segmentation was based on MRI
data with a lower resolution than the other methods in this
study, complicating the comparison with other methods. It is
likely that the sensitivity of segmentation for measurement
of atrophy rates improves at higher image resolution. Our
segmentation algorithm also includes cerebellar gray matter
in our cGM volumes. Since we do not expect significant
longitudinal changes in cerebellar gray matter in dementia,
its inclusion would most likely attenuate the cGM effect
size between D and C.

In summary, this study showed that the greatest annual
rates of atrophy in CI occurred in the ERC, and the greatest
annual rates of cortical atrophy were in D patients, indicat-
ing regional variations in rate of brain atrophy for different
stages of cognitive impairment. Thus, regional information
is important when interpreting brain atrophy rates.
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